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We all feel scared when there’s something going on that we don’t understand. 1



But by learning like Berry Bunny,  we can 
understand what’s going on and be less 
scared! 2



First, Berry Bunny wanted to learn about coronavirus. Berry Bunny learned....

3. Sometimes your body has a hard time figuring out there is a virus inside of 
it. Vaccines help by preparing your body to recognize the virus. The flu is also 
caused by a virus, but that virus is a different size and shape. 3

1. Coronavirus, like all viruses, 
is so small you can’t even see it! 
That’s how you can get it inside 
you without even knowing. 

2. When it gets inside of 
you, the virus uses your 
cells’ machinery and energy 
to make copies of itself. 



4
As the body works hard to get rid of the virus, bunnies can develop a cough, fever, 
and sore throat. The virus can also attack the lungs and make it hard to breathe. 
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Berry Bunny didn’t feel sick and wondered why it was so important to stay at home. 
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Berry Bunny learned that although many bunnies can get the virus without feeling 
sick, some bunnies can get very sick. By staying home, Berry Bunny could help stop 
the virus from spreading and making other bunnies sick.  
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Berry Bunny loves being helpful and wanted to learn how else to help other 
bunnies. One way to help is by staying 6 feet away from other bunnies.
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Berry Bunny learned so much and wanted to remind you that you can help too by 
remembering to....
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Berry Bunny found lots of ways to have fun at home, but as the days passed, Berry 
Bunny began to wonder how long this would all last. 
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No bunny knew for sure when Berry Bunny could go back to school, but lots of 
bunnies were working hard to keep every bunny safe so that Berry Bunny could 
go back to playing outside as soon as possible! Bunnies like...



ACTIVITIES!
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What is COVID-19?
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COVID-19 is a shorter word scientists came up 
with to talk about the coronavirus. Color in the 
letters and numbers from COVID-19 in the outline 
below to see where they came from!



Word Search

W Q C O WORD BANK

J Y M W R O D X

A F X D E X V S

H E A L T H Y N I P

W M M F T T E L W D

H A I D A E R P S V

R S L A Z G P A I H

K Y E H O I R W

S W P V T U S Y

W A S H

SPREAD

TOGETHER

VIRUS

WASH

COVID

FAMILY

HEALTHY

MASKS

SNEEZE
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Circle the Hidden Viruses
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Maze
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Help Berry Bunny get groceries without 
touching the virus. 

START END



Tic-Tac-Toe
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Cut out the coronaviruses and Berry Bunnies to 
play tic-tac-toe over and over!



Decorate your own mask

Bonus: Find things around your house and make 
your own mask! 17
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Draw a picture of someone you 
stay home for!

18



Other activity ideas
1. Write a song that you can sing while washing your 
hands. Make sure it’s at least 20 seconds long!

2. See how hand washing can protect you from germs 
like coronavirus. 
 a. In one bowl pour some water and pepper
	 b.	Dip	a	finger	in	some	soap	and	then	see	what			 	
	 happens	when	you	put	your	finger	in	the	water/	 	
 pepper mixture. 
https://www.instructables.com/id/How-Dish-Soap-
Works-Water-Surface-Tension-Experime/

3. Write down any questions that Berry Bunny didn’t 
answer and try making your own book with what you 
find	out! 19



Answers
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